
Veritas Alta SaaS Protection  
Slack Data Backup
Slack API-based data protection  
and archiving with Veritas. 

Organizations want the extra safeguard of a secure, segregated backup of their  

cloud data from software as a service (SaaS) applications like Slack.

How Veritas Alta SaaS Protection works for Teams  

Veritas runs a fully managed and dedicated backup and recovery environment, 

delivered as a service. Veritas Alta™ SaaS Protection (formerly known as NetBackup 

SaaS Protection) connects to Slack workspaces and routinely captures changes and 

additions on an hourly or nightly basis. Your backup data is stored compressed and 

encrypted in the cloud region of your choice.

Sleep Better at Night Knowing

• Your data is being protected by a backup that you own

• You have unlimited retention and full access to your backup

• Your data is encrypted in transit and at rest and only you can access it

Slack Discovery Tools

Veritas Alta SaaS Protection does more than just index the content of your Slack channels and messages. It will unlock powerful 

capabilities to search and govern data by identity that you won’t find anywhere else.

• Search by user or channel across multiple sources to get the full picture

• Leverage extended attributes to apply legal holds on channels and threads, for example

• Generate logical boundaries within a data stream to govern user permissions for discovery

Legal Holds

Place legal holds by channel, user, or results of a search query. Configure the legal hold policy to meet your organization’s needs. 

Visualize all held data with dashboards and a built-in content browser.

Reliable Backup

Seamless integration with Slack APIs easily maintains a synthetic full backup of your data. Your data can be in a separate backup datastore 

or included as part of a backup of all your Slack data.

Fast Recovery

Fast and flexible recovery allows you to easily restore data back to Slack or export it elsewhere.



Full Control 

You set your backup policies and permissions as well as the hosting cloud region, giving you full data residency control.

Enterprise Security

Get secure storage for your backup data residing in a dedicated, SOC2 Type II‒compliant instance of the Veritas data management 

platform using end-to-end encryption.

Scalable Indexing

Index content from Slack at blazing speeds. Make searchable the full content of channels, chats, and threads, including full-text 

indexing of images, audio, and video data.

See Why Veritas Is The Leading Option For Enterprise Slack Workspaces

Define a global backup policy for Slack workspaces or set policies per workspace

Unlimited backup retention

Automatic, fully-managed backup service

Restore to original or alternative workspace

Point-in-time restores

Support for Slack Standard Plans, Slack Plus Plans, and Slack Enterprise Plans

Captures channels, groups, user lists, direct messages, multi-party DMs, files, 

snippets, and posts

Content indexing with discovery search, legal hold, and retention period controls

Dedicated backup environment with data residency option for 22 countries

SOC 2 Type II compliance

About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—
including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, 
recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which 
delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like 
ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 
800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through 
a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its 
strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering 
greater value. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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Alternatives Veritas Alta SaaS  
Protection  for Slack

Veritas Alta SaaS Protection provides enterprise-grade 

features, scalability, compliance, and security.


